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About us
Our goal is to help you find the most

reliable, friendly and affordable boarding
kennel for your dog!

Our website brings together dozens of
dog boarding houses that will be happy to

host it!
You can choose from the boarding

kennels according to the rating,
availability, geographical area and

details about the dogs that will stay there



Our target audience

But also owners of boarding houses for
dogs who want to advertise their place
and get a large pool of customers

Mainly dog owners who want to
comfortably find a solution for a
reliable stay for their dog



Any user who registers on
the site can add dogs to his
user.
For each dog you can enter
characteristics:
Name, age, gender, breed
and whether he is friendly
with other dogs.

He then performs a search
by city and dates, and
receives a list of all
available kennels according
to this data.

For each kennel he can get
details such as: price, rating
and details about dogs that
will also be staying at the
boarding house on these
dates.

How it works?



Architecture
We used mongoDB and JS
node and React.
We created models of
kennels, dogs, users and
reservations.

Examples of the links we created
between the models: each dog is
associated with a specific user on the
site.
Each user can have multiple dogs.
Also, each reservation belongs to a
boarding kennel and represents a
dog.

You can add a kennel to the
database, create a new
user, add a dog to the user,
view the available boarding
houses and create a new
reservation.



Allows you to get
information about dogs
that will be with your dog
on these dates

Comparison between
dozens of boarding
houses for dogs
available in a city of
your choice at the click
of a button

Our advantages
Rating for each boarding
house according to previous
customers

Fast search
and booking  
at any time

Easy and fast
registration



Competitors in the market
There are several websites that group boarding houses for dogs, however:

They show no available dates

They do not allow making a
reservation through the website,
but it is necessary to contact the
kennel directly in order to make a
reservation

There is no information about
other dogs that will be
accommodated in the boarding
house

Pensions appear according to a
geographical area and not
according to a specific city



In conclusion

The percentage of dog owners in Israel is among the highest in the world and
therefore there is great business potential in creating such a convenient website
for dog owners.
We also believe that the project can be developed in other business directions, as
well as create a convenient interface on the part of the kennels as well.
Thank you!


